


Inspirations of Being

Since 1987 when I began painting horses professionally, I discovered that my 
artwork, just like an encounter with a real horse, elicits deep emotions. This can 
happen in surprising ways, both with people who are involved with horses, and 
with people who haven’t had experiences with horses. Once someone has had this 
type of experience with my artwork, they never forget the painting, even if years 
have passed. 

Most of my artistic horses exist in another reality, a place I envision where the 
spirits of horses exist in all their freedom and majesty. In this place the horse 
spirits can communicate freely with us, and our emotions are an indication of the 
importance of the messages.

In 2007, I began writing weekly email inspirational messages called e-Inspirations 
to share with my online subscribers. Within a short time over 2,000 people had 
signed up! People often inquire if I would create a book, so thanks to self-publishing 
this magic can now happen. I hope you enjoy Inspirations of Being and that it 
reminds you to hearken to the wisdom of horses.

                             Dream horse dreams,
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When I was a child, horses were my first artistic scribbles, and I played 
at being a horse in my imagination. I began my art career in 1987 at 
the age of 21, and the horse continues to be my muse. Pastel is the 
medium I use to express the essence of horses, which are at once 
powerful yet soft, tangible yet fleeting. I seek to portray the beauty 
of the horse’s form, yet more than that, I offer a timeless glimpse 
of its soul. I invite you to visit my website to experience encounters 
with the Spirit of Horse and share stories of how my art touches your 
heart. ~Kim McElroy

Custom Prints are available of all the artwork featured in this eBook
at www.spiritofhorse.com/signed-prints 

Kim McElroy’s Inspirations are poetry art emails sent to your inbox.
Available by subscription, visit www.spiritofhorse.com for more 
information.
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